Reaction-diffusion systems and external morphogen gradients: the two-dimensional case, with an application to skeletal pattern formation.
We investigate a reaction-diffusion system consisting of an activator and an inhibitor in a two-dimensional domain. There is a morphogen gradient in the domain. The production of the activator depends on the concentration of the morphogen. Mathematically, this leads to reaction-diffusion equations with explicitly space-dependent terms. It is well known that in the absence of an external morphogen, the system can produce either spots or stripes via the Turing bifurcation. We derive first-order expansions for the possible patterns in the presence of an external morphogen and show how both stripes and spots are affected. This work generalizes previous one-dimensional results to two dimensions. Specifically, we consider the quasi-one-dimensional case of a thin rectangular domain and the case of a square domain. We apply the results to a model of skeletal pattern formation in vertebrate limbs. In the framework of reaction-diffusion models, our results suggest a simple explanation for some recent experimental findings in the mouse limb which are much harder to explain in positional-information-type models.